
PARDUS Power Pedal Pro 3.0 - kit

Art. Nr: PAR-FCI-KIT

DESCRIPTION

The new PARDUS PRO 3.0 POWER PEDAL for improved acceleration and a more
agile response. With the innovative accelerator tuning from Panthera you can
choose from seven different driving profiles - from valet mode to race mode to
track mode.
 
In addition to the driving profiles, the new accelerator tuning has a lock mode.
This mode protects you against theft with the help of a complete deactivation
function of the accelerator pedal by entering a password.
The new module is also ideally suited for use with naturally aspirated engines.

 
Features
- Better acceleration
- Faster response
- 8 profiles different profiles
- Pedal "Lock" Mode included
- APP control 
- Easy installation with Plug and play connectors
- TÜV approved
- Highest Quality
- Support the latest SENT Technology

 

 
 
 



EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

Driving profiles and lock mode at a glance: 

1. Kids mode – extreme reduced response
2. Vallet mode – very reduced response
3. Eco mode - consumption-optimized response
4. Sport mode - slightly increased response
5. Race mode - increased response
6. Race + mode - strong increased response
7. Track mode - maximum response
8. Lock mode - protection against theft

The seven driving profiles of the PARDUS PRO 3.0 Power Pedal can also be
modified with 4+ and 4- fine tuning levels. 

 

 
 
POWER PEDAL APP

Driving profiles and lock mode at a glance: 
      



 

 
 
 
PLUG & PLAY

Plug and play installation with the Higest qualty connectos.
 
Step 1. Unplug the accelerator pedal on your vehicle.
Step 2. Connect the plugs to the ports on the Pardus Power Pedal.
Step 3. Place the connectors and the Pardus Power Pedal in a suitable location.
Step 4. Start the engine and connect the Pardus Power Pedal to the Panthera
Connect app on your smartphone
 



 
 

NOTES

Please check the compatiblity via the COMPATIBILITY TAB. Also in this area you
will find the Plug and play cable number ("Notes")


